
Grove Art Online is the unsurpassed authority on all aspects of art from
prehistory to the present day and, from March 2008, the best became even
better! The relaunched Grove Art Online offers new design, content, functionality,
and partnership links.

“This is a
magnificent

resource: a vast
encyclopedia 

of art…” 
THE GUARDIAN

■ The Encyclopedia of Aesthetics and Concise

Oxford Dictionary of Art Terms are included as

part of a subscription to Grove Art Online at no

extra charge, providing a quick introduction to

complex terms and concepts 

■ Over 2,000 additional colour images from the

Metropolitan Museum of Art and Art Images for

College Teaching, and 500 new images of

modern and contemporary art, are embedded in

the text of articles

■ Linking via partnerships to other subject specific

online resources, including ARTstor

■ Learning resources and timelines provide

invaluable support for teachers and students

■ Direct links from biographies to other online

resources, including the Oxford Dictionary of

National Biography

■ Grove Art Online includes the full text of the

34-volume print edition of The Dictionary of

Art – PLUS specially-commissioned articles and

updated bibliographies only available online

■ The Oxford Companion to Western Art is

included as part of a subscription to Grove Art

Online at no extra charge

■ Over 45,000 signed articles on every aspect of

the visual arts from prehistory to the present day -

from Paleolithic cave and rock art to the work of

Frida Kahlo and Damien Hirst

■ More than 26 million words covering both the fine

arts (painting, sculpture, and architecture) and the

decorative arts (ceramics, textiles, jewellery, interior

design, furniture, glass, metalwork, and more)

■ Over 5,000 art images and line drawings 

■ Over 21,000 biographies

■ Regularly updated with new and revised articles

What’s new? Other key features...

DID YOU KNOW?

Antoni Gaudí

(1852-1926) died 

after being knocked

down by a tram on 

his way to church,

leaving behind 

unexecuted drawings

for his finest work, 

La Sagrada Familia. 

The cathedral in

Barcelona remains

unfinished.

www.oxfordartonline.com

Grove Art Online
The leading reference source on the
visual arts worldwide...

Relaunched
2008
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Accessible 
through the 

Oxford Art Online gateway
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"a core reference database of enormous value....The depth of information and
extensive coverage of world art places this product in a class of its own... " 
– LIBRARY JOURNAL

Excellent new functionality... Subscriber services include...

■ Extensive online help and excellent customer
and technical support

■ Detailed usage statistics allow you to track how

often your users are accessing Grove Art Online

■ Newly-designed interface provides clear and

easy access to exceptional content

■ New search engine and new platform to

support sophisticated functionality

■ Improved navigation and intuitive handling of

long articles and chapters

■ Refine searches by source, type, and subject

■ View articles and searches by source

■ OpenURL compliance allows users to query their

library catalogue with bibliographic information

■ Print-friendly format means that articles can be

printed off with ease

■ Export citations to citation management software:

EndnoteTM, ProciteTM, RefWorksTM, Reference ManagerTM

How to subscribe

Grove Art Online is available by subscription to institutions and

individuals worldwide.  

■ Institutions: Subscription prices are based on the size and

type of institution. Please contact us for a price quotation 

(see right for details)

■ Individuals: To subscribe online and gain instant access, go to

www.oxfordonline.com/subscribe

Free trials available!

Free trials of all our online products are available to institutions.

Librarians and central resource coordinators can register for a 

trial at www.oxfordonline.com/freetrials

How to contact us

For further information about all Oxford Online products, and to

request institutional free trials and price quotations, please contact us:
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Customers outside 

North and South America

E: onlineproducts@oup.com

T: +44 (0)1865 353705

F: +44 (0)1865 353308

Customers in 

North and South America

E: oxfordonline@oup.com 

T: 1 800 624 0153

F: 1 919 677 8877

DID YOU KNOW?

The term Pop Art

originated in London in

the mid-1950s.

Oxford University Press offers

a wide range of acclaimed

online resources across many

subject areas. To view a full

list of products, visit

www.oxfordonline.com

Oxford Art Online

Oxford Art Online is the new access point for an

expanding range of Oxford’s art reference

subscriptions and products. For more information

please visit www.oxfordartonline.com

Information is accurate at the time of going to press, but is liable to alteration without notice.
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